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Status which is used in the legal sense can date back to the ancient Rome period, 
where there were mainly three types of status, that is,citizen and non-citizen(status 
civitatis),freeman and slave(status libertatis),father and son(status familiae).However, 
with the advancing of the famous thesis of “from status to contract” by Henry Sumner 
Maine and the subsequent effect of German civil, status is restricted to the family law, 
from then on, status is seldom inquired by academic scholars. With the profound 
changes in the social and economic life, following the questioning and reflection on 
the thesis of Henry Maine, in the law academia a new wave called” from contract to 
status” is raised, in succession some new statuses appeared. As for whether such 
statuses exist and what function they perform, the replies are nearly heaven and earth 
either from the practical department to academic circle. This paper is discussed in the 
above background. 
This paper falls into three parts ---Introduction, Text and Epilogue. 
The introduction outlines the author's motivation and limits the studying scope. 
Chapter one is about the history of evolution of civil status.First of all,this 
chapter defines the civil status from the etymological angle:civil status means the 
different position of civil subject before law in the civil legal relationship.Basing on 
this definition,it introduces the reduction and expansion of civil status in the 
developing process of civil law. 
Chapter two makes a study on the expansion of civil status in China.It considers 
the expansion of civil status in China as its research object.From the external and 
internal aspects of civil status,it deduces and argues that the civil status has expanded 
from among the ties of kindred to the relationship beyond that.It not only figures out 
the problem of our country,but also further proves the great trend of the expansion of 
civil status. 
Chapter three discusses the designing of civil status in China.It mainly sets out 
three types of designing ideas.After reviewing the status quo of civil status in China,it 
















The epilogue shows the prospect of expansion of civil status. 
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① 王立非，主编．新汉英词典[Z]．北京：商务印书馆国际有限公司，2007．1112． 
②  [ 美 ] 梅 里 亚 姆 - 韦 伯 斯 特 公 司 编 ， 韦 氏 案 头 词 典 [Z] ． 北 京 ： 世 界 图 书 出 版 公 司 ，
1996．269．Identity:1,sameness of essentialcharacter;2,individuality;3,The fact of being the same person or thing as 
claimed.又参见：[英]威廉·柯林斯父子公司编，柯林斯基础英语词典(英语版) [Z]．北京：中国对外翻译出版
公司，2004．387．Identity:1,who you are;2,all the qualities, beliefs and ideas which make you feel that you belong 
to a particular group. 
③ 同本页注②，第 426 页．position:1,an arranging in order;2,the stand taken on a question;3,the point or area 
occupied by something:situation;4,a certain arrangement of bodily parts;5,rank,statua;6,employment.又见：[英]霍
恩比著．牛津高阶英汉双解词典(第 6 版) [Z]．北京：商务印书馆，牛津大学出版社，2004．1332．position:a 
person or organization’s level of importance when compared with others.id.,p1423.rank:to give 
somebody/something a particular position on a scale according to quality, importance, success, etc; to have a 
position of this kind. 
④ 同本页注②，第 79页．capacity:1,legal qualification or fitness;2,the ability to contain, receive, or accommodate; 
3, the maximum amount or number that can be contained;4,ability;5,position or character assigned or assumed. 
⑤ ST.PAUL, MINN., Black’s Law Dictionary(第 7 版) [Z].1999.199.capacity:1,The role in which one performs 
an act(in her corporate capacity);2,A legal qualification, such as legal age, that determines one’s ability to sue or to 
be sued, to enter into a binding contract, and the like;3,The mental ability to understand the nature and the effect of 
one’s acts. 









































                                                        
① ST.PAUL, MINN., Black’s Law Dictionary(7)[Z].1999.1914.原文如下:1, A person's legal condition, whether 
personal or proprietary; the sum total of a person's legal rights, duties, liabilities, and other legal relations, or any 
particular group of them separately considered(the status of landowner).2, A person's legal condition regarding 
personal rights but excluding proprietary relations(the status of a father, the slams of a wife). 3, A person's 
capacities and incapacities, as opposed to other elements of personal status(the status of minors).4, A person's legal 
condition insofar as it is imposed by the law without the person's consent, as opposed to a condition that the person 
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